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Abstract 
Anderson, O.D. and J.G. De Gooijer, Discriminating between nonstationary and nearly nonstationary time 
series models: A simulation study, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 41 (1992) 265-280. 
This paper describes empirical evidence that it may often be possible to very simply discriminate between 
(homogeneous once-integrated) nonstationary time series models and nearly nonstationary approximations to 
them. We show that, in such a situation, there can be a feature of the serial correlation structure which 
enables the pair of models to be distinguished with considerable confidence. This observation appears to be 
useful in the context of the Box-Jenkins identification of time series models; and we believe it opens up a 
promising field for new research, complementary to the currently well-established tests for unit roots. 
Keywords: Cross-over phenomenon; identifying time series; serial correlation distributional properties. 
1. Introduction 
For univariate time series, the general (linear) autoregressive integrated moving average 
model of order (p, d, q), or ARIMA(p, d, q), is defined by a stochastic sequence {z,), 
Satisfying 
( 1 -a,&- .a. -(u,B~)(I -B)“Zi=(1 -P:B- *** -PqB’)Ai* (1) 
Here Ia,, . . . , apl and I&, . . . , P,) are two sets of real parameters. with the first subject to the 
stationarity condition (namely that the polynomial in the complex variable 6, a(5) - 1 - a 15 
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_ I.. -a#‘. has all its zeros outside the unit circle), and the polynomials cr( j) and b( 5) = 1 
-p,S” have no common factor other than unity: B is the backshift operator, such 
= f( i -j) for any f( - ) and all integers i and j: {A,) is a white noise sequence of 
independent but identically distributed (i.i.d.) normal (Gaussian) zero-mean random variables 
with the same variance, id’ say. 
When d = 1. model ( 1! allows for nonstationarity in the level of the series (such as a linear 
r n=2, it allows for nonstationarity in both level and slope. When d = 0, the 
model reduces to the stationary ARMA( p, (I) model. When n > 0, the factor (1 - BY’ 
(11 is sometimes referred to as a &times Yunitb differcncing” operator. In this paper, we will 
concerned with the problem of discriminating between certain nonstationary ARIMA 
models, having a once differencing operato: 1 - B, and nearly nonstationary approximations to 
them having an autoregressive operator 1 - aB (with cy a little less, but not much less than 
unity). Within this context, the sample serial correlations and covariances play an important 
role. 
Consider any time series of length n, (;,, . . . , z,,}, where the Z, are not all equal. Its sample 
&al covariance at lag k can be defined by 
I1 -k 
~~‘=n-’ C (tj-Z)(Zi+6-Z), k =O, l,...,n - 1, (2) 
i= I 
where i’=(r,+ l -m +z,)jn is the mean for the particular series, and the superscript (II) 
serves to emphasize the--actual length of the series. Then, the lag-k sample serial correlation 
may be defined as 
C’.” ) 
r(p”’ = i( 
I, 0‘ k=O, l,..., n- 1. 
CO 
(3) 
! , Now the “orthodox” approach to the problem of determining the
t 1). following Box and Jenkins [ 171, is to start by looking at the 
function {ry’: k = l,...,n - 1). Should this funciion exhibit a slow 
appropriate value of n in 
sample serial correlation 
linear decay, then a first 
unit differencing is indicated: althougn [32] demonstrated that the decline in the serial 
correlations does not necessarily have to be from a lag-l value close to unity. If no such decay 
suggests itself, then the series is left undifferenced. Should the sampled serial correlations of a 
first differenced series still show a linear decay, then a second differencing is indicated; ana so 
on, until no further evidence of nonstationarity remains. When applying this criterion, it is 
sensible to remember the dangers from the two possible types of error, those of either 
overdifferencing or underdifferencing a particular series; and, in practice, the need to differ- 
ence more than twice appears to occur rarely. 
This subjective approach to the problem is complemented by forma; “unit-root” testing 
procedures which have won wide recognition from mathematical statisticians for their greater 
objectivity. See, for exalmple, 1281 (which offers the current state-of-the-art in this area) and the 
references it contains. Basically, unit-root testing provides strict testing procedures for deter- 
mining the degree L! of the differencing operator associated with a linear time series model for 
the data, of the form ( 1). 
Also note the potentially more powerful polyvariogram methodology, This was first sug- 
gested as a tool for analyzing univariate time series in [26] and is being extensively developed in 
[ 19-253. 
A fourth approach is to consider the properties of sample serial correlations for finit c,eries 
rather more closely, and so improve on their subjective interpretation. Fifteen years ago, such a 
development might have been considered as a natural extension to the Box-Jenkins methodol- 
ogy. But, now, with the existence of the objective unit-root tests (and the possibly even more 
promising new polyvariogram-based ideas), it may be thought vacuous to continue work on 
“subjective” identification techniques. However, in [9] is demonstrated that a very simple test, 
based on the so-called “cross-over” behaviour (a finite-series sample serial correlation phe- 
nomenon, discussed below), compares very favourably, in terms of power, with the results 
reported in [28]. Moreover, it seems that the cross-over features may be quite closely connected 
to the polyvariogram theory [lo]. We are therefore encouraged to continue with our empirical 
finite-series investigations, which not only provide good intuitive understanding, but now 
promise competitive formal testing procedures to aid model specification. 
Six earlier papers [2-4,11,12,15] have already discussed the possibility of discriminating 
between realizations (of relatively short length) from pairs of models which, previously, had 
genera!ly been considered indistinguishable in practice. In particular, for models of the types 
studied in this paper, one notices where the r:“) plot, smoothed by eye if necessary, changes 
from its initial run of positive values to one of negative values - the “cross-over” point. 
Unfortunately, the theoretical behaviour of {rp)} for a general model (1) is unknown; but the 
authors [2-4,13,14] have evolved exact formulae for E[cy )]/E[c{r)] ( = Ep), say, a first approxi- 
mation to E[rp)]) and also closer approximate formulae for E[ri”‘] given any nonexplosive 
linear model (with a(t) now allowed zeros everywhere on the unit circle, except at 5 = 1). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we obtain close estimates of the true rr’ 
behaviour, for a specific pair of models and three choices of n, using simulation - in order to 
more precisely investigate the distinguishing serial correlation features, suggested by considera- 
tion of the serial covariance theory. Of course, the reason for this is that common modern 
practice works with the serial correlations rather than the covariances which can suffer from a 
lack of boundedness. In Section 3, to gain further insight into the usefulness of our discrimina- 
tion method, we try to distinguish between time series generated by a random walk and four 
nearly nonstationary _4R(l) models. An empirical example of “cross-over” behaviour is pre- 
sented in Section 4, and scme concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
2. Discriminating betww_,s dn IMA(l,l) model and a nearly nonstationary ARMA(l,l) approxi- 
mation to it 
2. I. A moderately sized simulation study 
The models we choose to investigate here are particular IMA( 1,l) and ARMA(l,l) pro- 
cesses, namely 
(1 -B)Z;=(l -0.8 B)A;, (4) 
(1 - 0.95 B)Zi = (1 - 0.74 B) Ai. 
The choice was made following a claim in [32] that this particular pair of models was unlikely to 
be distinguishable in practice, for series of length n = 100. But, working with little precise 
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Ikow~ ‘de - . the authors [1 I] correctly distinguished between these models, in an unknown; 
om sequence of simulations of (4) and (51, 78 times out of 100. 
‘Ine m&Cd in [ 1 I] was to note that, for model (4), E[c~‘““] = 0 at a cross-over of k 1 = 28.90; 
whereas. for model (5). the cross-over OCCUI’S at k, = 20.46. The theory for these results is 
contained in [3]. A decision rule was then suggested which chose model (41, if the serial 
correlation plot showed a “cross-ovt:r” (after smoothing) from positive to negative values at 
k”+Ik,+k,) - but, otherwise, chose model (5). This dividing line was necessarily rather 
arbitrary, in the absence of any real information on the distributional behaviour of the T$“) -
other than knowing the Ek (“) for the two models. However, it is quite a logical choice, even with 
the knowledge that E[cl;“‘] = 0 does not imply E[rr’] = 0. For, it is certainly true that P$‘;) = 0 
e $2 = 0; so the correlation cross-over, observed for a given realization, also provides the 
covariance cross-over. Thus. the expected value for the cross-over lag k is the same for both 
correlations and covariances; and it does not appear too unreasonable to base the dividing line 
on the known exact results for the e_xpected covariances. Note, however, that the k, at which 
E[cy”] = 0. is not quite the same thing as the expected cross-over lag. 
In order to more precisely investigate the distinguishing serial correlation features of the 
time series models (4) and (51, the following simulation experiment was performed. The 
sampled mean, variance, Fisher skewness and Pearson kurtosis of ($): k = 1,. . . , n - 1) which 
are, respectively, defined as 
62[rp] = ; 
i I 
2’ 
C( rk 
(n) _ y)2 
1 
(6) 
(9) 
(where Iv is the number of simulation runs) were first obtained for each model in the following 
cases: (a) 1000 runs of length n = 50; (b) 10~0 runs of length n = 100; and (c) 400 runs of length 
II= 200. The variance n2 was, without loss of generality, always put equal to unity. 
We wished to emphasize the length R = 100, as this was the sort of value for which 
discrimination between models (4) and (5) should be relatively reliable; whilst we felt that 
experience of the shorter length-50 series would be the most useful in practice. Finally, we 
considered a length of 200 to be excessively long, but it was expected to give reliable extra 
information against which to match theorq’. 
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Since the serial correlations of model (4) only depend on deviations from the mean, no 
warming up of the generated series is necessary. To see this, first note that 
Z1 = z,, + a, - 0.8 a(, = 77 + a, (w$ 
t2 =zl +a,-03 a, =q +a,+0.2 a,, 
fn =z,,+ +a,l-0.8 a,,_, =q +an+0.2(a,,_, + l -* +a,). 
So Z=q +(an expression in a,,..., a,,); and zi - Z then depends only on these a’s, for any i 
from 1 to n. For model (51, however, we started each series run of the simulations at z+,, 
putting z-,, = a-,,, and then each time discarded the 100 extra initial terms z_ ()(),. . . , z,,. This 
was to avoid the effect of an initial transient (for instance, see [S]). 
2.2. IM4 and ARMA runs of length 50 
The values (6)-(9), obtained for the N = 1000 length-50 simulations from model (4), are 
listed in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 1. We note the following points. 
(A) Interpolating, the empirical cross-over for $‘) occurs at k = 13.08, which should 
estimate Ihe cross-over for E[ $0)] quite closely. (Actually, this empirical correlation cross-over 
occurs 5% earlier than the exact E[ci?“)] cross-over which is at 13.80.) From Table 1, rough 
95% confidence intervals for E[ $o)] and _E’[r$o)] are given by, respectively, (0.002, 0.016) and 
( -0.019, - 0.005); so it is unlikely that the E[$OrJ cross-over falls outside (12, 14). 
(B) The s[ r@) k ] start by declining steadily, with increasing k, until a little way past the 
cross-over point. They then remain fairly constant, at not much more than half their first value, 
until about k = {n - (cross-over)} = 0.7 n, say, (n = 50) when they decrease again at about the 
same rate as they did initially. This appears to be typical of the s[rp)] for both models and all 
three lengths of series. One reason for the commonly practiced rule of thumb, of cutting off the 
serial correlation computations at lag k = $z is that the sampling variability of the $) is 
believed to build up with later k. Our results put this belief very much in question. 
In our simulation, we grouped all 1000 of the sampled y1 (50), for model (4), in classes of width 
0.01. Then, on rejecting the highest and lowest 25 values and making a continuity correction, 
we found that the remaining 95% of the ri5”) lay between - 0.165 and 0.607. These limits are 
respectively 0.380 below and 0.392 above the mean value ?~50) = 0.215. Moreover, they compare 
well with 1.96 - s[ I-!~~)] = 0.389, assuming Gaussian behaviour. Figure l(a) shows a plot of $‘)), 
for model (4), together with rough upper and lower 95% confidence bands: VA, L, = Fi5”’ + 
l.96 - +f”)]. Then, given fresh realizations from model (4) of length 50 and any particular lag k 
(0 < k < 50), we would expect $‘“) to lie between L, and Uk about 95% of the time. Such 
,tiands can evidently be used, in the same sort of way as Bartlett’s classical test [16], for checking 
on whether observed serial correlations are compatible with a hypothesized model 
(0 The {b,[r~50)]}1/2 are initially slightly positive skew; but, by the time the cross-over is 
reached, this has changed to significant negative skewness. We then get a swing back to slight 
positive skewness which steadily decreases until, once again, it has become negative; and, 
indeed, after a lag of about {n - (cross-over)} = 0.7 n (n = 50), it is taking values that are very 
highly significant. This sort of behaviour was also seen in the other skewness results. A plot of 
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Empirical distribution mcasurt’s for the serial correlations from 1000 length-50 simulations of the model ( 1 - R)Z, = 
(1 - 0.8 B).-I, 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
“a -(MB 0.215 0.183 0.157 0.146 0.123 0.100 0.072 0.067 0.049 0.040 
0.198 0.190 0.185 0.179 0.170 0.169 0.159 0.148 0.141 0.137 
0.037 0.151 0.125 0.0% 8.974 0.134 0.038 0.046 0.018 0.007 
2.557 2.674 2.762 2.779 2.716 2.72 1 2.776 2.694 2.633 2.749 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
0.026 0.009 0.001 -0.012 - 0.021 - 0.029 - 0.039 - 0.039 - 0.047 - 0.059 
0.129 0.121 0.118 0.112 0.111 0.108 0.106 0.107 0.103 0.100 
- 0.045 - 0.02 1 - 0.210 - 0.244 0.187 - 0.033 -0.193 -0.188 -0.032 0.036 
2.658 2.813 2.955 2.910 2.886 3.072 3.180 3.373 3.268 3.023 
21 _- 7’) 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
-0.061 - 0.062 -0.065 -0.067 -0.058 - 0.074 -0.068 -0.074 -0.065 -0.066 
0.103 0.107 0.108 0.114 0.1 I3 0.114 0.109 0.107 0.110 0.108 
0.022 Q.142 0.076 0.027 0.028 0.064 0.04 1 - 0.047 - 0.020 - 0.012 
3.083 2.83 1 2.617 2.710 2.530 2.479 2.664 2.819 2.650 2.879 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
- 0.067 -0.066 -0.065 -0.067 -0.058 -0.058 -0.054 -0.055 -0.047 -0.042 
0.108 0.108 0.102 0.105 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.088 0.088 0.083 
-0.120 -0.135 -0.128 -0.108 -0.285 -0.235 -0.159 -0.260 -0.168 -0.326 
2.8 2.774 2.746 2.678 2.767 2.904 2.83 1 2.872 2.887 2.850 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
- 0.038 - 0.034 - 0.030 - 0.025 - 0.021 - 0.016 - 0.014 - 0.010 - 0.005 
0.080 0.074 0.069 0.065 0.059 0.052 0.044 0.035 0.024 
- 0.266 - 0.314 -0.380 -0.399 -0.445 -0.292 -0.548 -0.574 -0.249 
2.899 2.883 2.937 3.272 3.578 3.489 4.187 4.365 5.610 
{bt[r~50,n1/2 is given in Fig. l(b). The horizontal lines denote the 2% and 10% upper and lower 
limits for the skewness coefficients, calculated for samples of 1000 independent Gaussian 
random variables, as given by [3 1, Table 34B]. 
ote that, whereas the theoretical autocorrelations for model (4) are all unity, the expected 
serial correlations are evidently relatively small, i.e., the “bias” is very large. Kendall [29j 
suggests that, in such a situation, the skewness should be very great, but this is clearly not the 
case here. Moreover, from consideration of the schematic r I’“) distribution, given in [6, Fig. 11, 
one might indeed have expected the initial rk (50) distributions to have negative skewness and the 
later ones to be positively skewed. But, again, these “intuitive” deductions appear to be false, 
as can be seen from Fig. 2 where the observed frequency distributions for ri5’), r$‘), riy’ and 
r,$O) are -lotted. 
Figure 2(a) shows that the empirical r i5”) distribution for model (4) is slightly (but not 
significantly) positively skewed. Lag 13 gives the cross-over. Its observed frequency distribution 
(Fig. 2(b)) is negatively skewed, as is the one for lag 14 (Fig. 2(c)) which has the greatest 
271 
b 
-. 6 OJ 
3. 
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9Be 
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2 
Fig. 1. The plotted values from Table 1. 
absolute skewness from amongst the first 34 lags. The most skewed $0) distribution is at lag 
k = 48 (see Fig. 2(d)). Evidently the skewness, although statistically significant in these last 
three cases, is of little practical consequence. It then seems reasonable to assume that the slight 
skewness of the rk f50) distribution will make no substantial difference to the “95% confidence” . 
bands shown in Fig. l(a). 
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-1 .o -0.6 -0.2 (509.2 0.6 1.0 
- =I3 
d) 
200' 
frequency 
IfJO- 
t _ 
-1 .o -0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 
(50) 
- =40 
Fig. 2. Observed frequency distributions of rise’, riy), r{:” and r$‘), for IO00 simulations from model (1 - BEi = 
(l-0.8 BM,. 
(D) The b&$‘)] plot starts significantly (but not substantially) platykurtic - the 90% and 
98% bounds, shown in Fig. l(c), are taken from [31, Table 34C]. The kurtosis increases to 
roughly the Gaussian value of 3, around the cross-over, then peaks just into the significant 
leptokurtic region, and next dips back into significant platykurtosis. It then returns to the 
nonsignificant region, where it remains until near the end of the plot, when it becomes very 
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highly leptokurtic at k = 49. Apart from the small peak (past 3.3) at k = 18 and the final rise 
(to 5.6) at k = 49, the kurtosis is on the low side, giving I- y(l) distributions which are generally a 
little flatter than a Gaussian distribution. Again, this does not seem to be of practical 
importance; and the pattern of roughly Gaussian kurtosis for all the serial distributions until 
lags near the end are reached, with a sharp rise to high leptokurtic values there, was also 
reflected by the other simulations of model (4). An overall conclusion from this point and point 
(C) is that for the first $rds of the lags, at very least, an assumption of Gaussian behaviour 
(although false) should not lead one very far astray. 
The most striking features of the three plots shown in Fig. 1 can be qualitatively explained as 
follows. 
(i) The $‘) not surprisingly reflect the fact that E[ $‘)I = E[c~~“)]/E[c~“‘]. 
(ii) The general decrease in serial correlation variability, with increasing k, is to be expected 
(to some extent) from the closing up of the feasible ri5”) region. For, it is well known from [ 181 
that 1 rp) 1 G cos{ ~/(m + 2)), where m is the integer part of (n - 1 J/k, which for 12 = 50 then 
reduces from 1 ri”” 1 < 0.998 to I y:5;)0) I < 0.5. 
(iii) For any mean-corrected series Zi = Zi - z”, i = 1,. . . , 12, there exist (at least two) nonzero 
Ti, SO Cy= 1 f,? > 0. NOW, since Cy_ 1 Ti = 0, it follows that 0 = (C:l; ,5i)2 = CyL 12: + 2CtiL 1 riri, 
i <j, and we get 
I1 - 1 
c .Ol) = tic 
k=i 
11 
c 'iri 
i,j= i.i<j 
)I 
c z,? 
i= 1 
1 
= -- 
2’ (10) 
So, any increase in the total of the positive serials must be exactly balanced by an equal 
decrease in the sum of the negative serials. Now, if some of the serial distributions (including 
the ones at early lags) are positively skew, it means that for these the rk5’) which are greater 
than ;he corresponding E[vi5”)] will, on the whole, be farther from it than those which are 
smaller. Then the necessary balancing serial distributions (including the ones at late lags) will 
have to have their I-Y”) values, which are less than the corresponding E[r$50)] values, on the 
whole farther from this mean than those I$~‘) which are greater. Hence, these distributions will 
need to be negatively skewed. Moreover, although these compensating negative excesses may 
be spread over more lags, the decreasing variability of the serials (with increasing lags) reduces 
the scale of the corresponding distributions. This may partly explain why an excess (perhaps 
relatively small in absolute magnitude) induces more marked negative skewness near the end. 
The reason for the high kurtosis values at the last few lags is not clear, given the proportionally 
far less restrictive feasible serial bounds for the late k (with respect to the greatly decreased 
standard errors of their distributions). 
Figure 3 shows the rk -(5’3) plot obtained together with the rough 95% bands Uk, L, = F:““’ +I 
1.96 l s[rp*)] for model (5), which is qualitatively very similar to Fig. l(a). This time, the ~~50) 
cross-over occurs at k = 11.05, and it is unlikely that the E[rL5”)] cross-over lies outside (10, 12). 
This 11.05 occurs 4% earlier than the exact E[ci?O)] cross-over which is at k = 11.48. Comparing 
Fig. 3 with Fig. l(a) we note that, as might have been expected from the closeness of the 
E[ci50)] cross-overs, it would appear that reliable discrimination between models as similar as 
(4) and (5), gi ven the relatively short series length, is an unpromising prospect. The skewness 
Fig. 2. Mean serial correlations for 1WO runs of length n = 50 from (l-O.95 B)Z, -(I -0.74 BM,, with 95% upper 
2nd lower confidence bounds U, and L,. 
and kurtosis behaviour is, again, qualitatively very similar to that for model (4), and is shown in 
112. Fig. 71. 
2.X I’ ~l~tn ARM4 n~s of length 100 and 200 
Figure 4 shows the smoothed r, -ww U, and L, for the lOOO-realization runs from model (4), , 
with the corresponding smoothed results for model (5) superimposed. Clearly, given this length 
of series, the difference between the se-ial correlation behaviours for the two models is now 
quite marked. The empirically observed mean sample serial correlation cross-overs are at 
k = 27.43 and 19.42, respectively, for models (4) and (5) - whereas the exact serial covariance 
cross-avers occur at k = 28.90 and 20.46 (see [ll]). (Also note that the empirical correlation 
crossovers both occurred at a 5% earlier lag than the corresponding theoretical covariance 
cross-avers.) So, working with these ?A*“@ cross-overs, the arbitrary dividing line for discriminat- 
ing between (4) and (5) would be at k = 23.43, rather than the choice of 24.68, based on the 
exact covariance results. 
Intuitively, it seems that the common expected cross-over lag should lie some:rrhere between 
the zeros of the E[$‘“)] and EL’“‘) curves, say midway perhaps. Then, instead of zither of the 
dividing lines at k = 23.43 and 24.68, we should get one at k = 24.06. A priori, had this dividing 
line been used in [ 111, we would have expected a slight increase in mistaken rejections of model 
(5) which would be more than compensated for by a lower mistaken rejection rate for model (4) 
- with a resulting small improvement in overall discrimination performance. Apart from a 
substantial gap between their expected cross-overs, other features could perhaps be used to 
help in discriminating between models (4) and (5). For instance, highly positive early $“) 
values may indicate that model (4) should be chosen; but, also, emphatically negative later 
serial correlations (to balance things in the identity (10)) will suggest the same conclusion. 
For the 400 runs of length n = 200, from each of the models (4) and (51, the distinction 
between the serial behaviours is (as expected) much more marked. The plots are again given in 
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Fig. 4. Empirical results from 1000 length ?I - 100 runs from models (1 - B)Z, = (l-0.8 B)A, and (1 - 0.95 B)Z, 
= (l-0.74 B)A, (dashed). 
[12, Fig. lo]. However, for such long series, almost certain discrimination should be immediate 
from mere inspection of the raw data. 
2.4. Disncssioa 
From the above simulation results, it seems reasonable to conclude that (for the two models 
considered) the sample serial correlations appear to be well characterized by the corresponding 
{Fp)} patterns, which are scarcely different to the sequences of 
the simulation results show that the following assumption 
practical purposes: 
t-p) - N( E[ t-f)], Var[ $)I) 
where { E[rf’)]} can be more effectively approximated by {Ef)} than by the theoretical 
autocorrelations {pk}. For instance, compare the values in Table 2. 
Note that the early EL5”j apparently overestimate the corresponding E[ Q’)] (whilst the later 
ones, in consequence, underestimate them). That is, apart from around the Ef”’ cross-over (for 
obvious reasons), the I!$?) values are always greater in magnitude than the corresponding 
E[ ,P”)] ones .
I$“) modal values. Furthermore, 
appears to be satisfactory for 
(11) 
a 
afisons of the sampled suial correlation mean if”’ with both the approximation @“) to the theoretical 
tation and the asymptotic population value. the autocorrelation ph 
il- mz, =(l-0.8 BL4, (l-0.95 BIZ, =(I -0.74 BL4, 
1 13 25 37 49 1 13 25 37 49 
.t6 0.01 - 0.08 - 0.07 - 0.00 0.25 - 0.02 - 0.07 - 0.04 - 0.00 
02 0. - 0.07 - 0.05 -0.00 0.22 - 0.03 - 0.06 - 0.04 - 0.00 
1 1 1 1 1 0.44 0.24 0.13 0.07 0.04 
The values of Crar[rr’] can be adequately approximated by a formula given in [2]. For our 
length-50 examples, Table 3 gives the simulated and computed values for the $“I standard 
errors. As we see, agreement appears to be quite good; but, again, the theoretical approxima- 
tions always exceed the simulated values (and, by implication, they overestimate the true 
“D”’ as well). 
3. Discriminating between a random walk and a near random walk 
In view of the results presented in the previous section, it is worthwhile to focus aitention on 
other types of “similar” looking nonstationary and nearly nonstationary time series models. 
Here, we will concentrate on the following five models: 
(I -B)Zi=Ai, (12) 
(1 - 0.95 B)Zi =Ai, (13) 
(1 - 0.9 B)Z, =A,, (14) 
(1 - 0.85 B)Z, =A;, (15) 
(1 - 0.8 B)Zj = Ai. (16) 
To pain further insight into the usekk~ss of our “cross-ever” pro-cc&ur-e, a $scrimination 
experiment was performed. The objective was to distinguish between model (12) and each of 
the four models (13)~( 16) separately, here, which gave four pairs of models to discriminate 
between. For each pair, an initially unseen random sequence of 100 choices of 0 and 1 was 
tamed. Corresponding to each of these four sequences, we simulated independent realiza- 
. 
of length n = 100 from either model (12) (when the choice was 0) or from the particular 
) model being considered (when the choice was 1). Throughout this simulation experi- 
-l-able 3 
Simulated and computed approximations to {Vafir~“]}‘/’ 
Model (I-B)Z,=(l-0.8 &A, 
1 13 25 37 49 
Computation 0.23 0.:3 0.12 0.11 0.03 
S~~~ation 0.20 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.02 
(i -5.95 SjZ, =(I -0.74 B)A, 
1 13 25 37 49 
0.20 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.02 
0.18 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.02 
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t (1001 
=k 
0 
- (l-.95B)Z,-A, 
+- (I-B)Z,-A, 
-1 
Fig. 5. Sample serial correlation plot for a length II = 100 simulation from model (1 - BIZ, = A,, with {E:“““) lines 
drawn in. 
ment, the {Ai} were generated as i.i.d. MO, 1) random variables. Plots were made of each 
generated series together with the corresponding sample serial correlations. Furthermore, as an 
aid to discrimination between the various models, five transparent overlays were constructed 
giving the (E:“‘)} curve for each model. 
As an example, Fig. 5 shows how these overlays can be used to discriminate between models 
(12) and (13). We observe a sample serial correlation function which follows a pattern quite 
close to the {E,!loo)} curve for model (12). The observed cross-over is at k = 33.69. From the 
formula in [3] we get that the expected cross-over for a random walk is at lag 29.29, which is not 
too far away from the observed cross-over. If, however, we look at the {Ei’“O’) curve for model 
(131, we notice a behaviour which is much more distinct from the {I$‘~~)} pattern and which has 
T (84) 
=k 
- (l- .95B)Z,-(l-. 5B)4, 
+- (1-B)Z,-(l- .57B)A, 
-k 
Fig. 6. Sample serial correlation plot for the quarterly sales of bricks in the Netherlands with exact {E[rf?) lines 
drawn in. 
Number of correct discriminations (out of 100) hctwccn a random walk model and each of four nearly nonstationary 
.AR( 1 b models: n = 100 
Model (l- aB)Z, = A, 
a = 0.8 a = 0.85 a = 0.9 a = 0.95 
87 88 77 71 
Additional inspection of series plots 2 2 7 8 
Total 89 90 84 79 
its expected cross-over nearly three times as far away, at 21.10. So, we (rightly) conclude that 
the series was generated by a random walk. 
The number of correct discriminations are recorded in Table 4. These results were obtained 
in a hvo-stage manner: (i) from mere inspection of the serial correlations; and (ii) from an 
additional inspection of the series plots. Note that it is indeed possible to correctly discriminate 
benteen the nonstationary model (12) and each of the four models (13)-(161, on the basis of a 
comparison behveen the (rk cloo)) pattern and {@““)} curve. Even for the model pair (12) and 
(13). which is the most difficult of the chosen pairs of nonstationary and nearly nonstationary 
models to distinguish, our discrimination method still attains an overall success rate of 79%. 
But a rather unexpected point arises, on comparing Table 4 with the results of [ 111: discrimina- 
tion does not appear to be easier when we eliminate the (roughly left-hand operator cancelling) 
moving average parts of the models (4) and (5). 
4. An empirical example 
In a study of the quarterly sales of bricks in the Netherlands for the period 1960-1980, 
Mathot and Merkies [30] concluded that an IMA(1, 1) model with an estimated parameter 
value of p = 0.57 adequately fitted the data. Figure 6 shows a plot of the sample serial 
correlations for these brick sales data. We observe a relatively smooth pattern that emanates 
from a value well below unity (r’,“) = 0.62121, so either an IMA(1, 1) or a nearly nonstationary 
1, 1) approximation appears reasonable. However, the relative lateFess of the observed 
cross-over (at lag 26.22) seems to indicate that the nonstationary model is the more plausible. 
Using the integral expression for the computation of the exact first-order moment of rf), 
given by [27], the { E[ I$“)]: k = 1, 2,. . . , 83) values were computed for the following two models: 
(1 -B)Zj=(1-0.57B)Ai, (17) 
(1 - 0.95 I?& = (1 - 0.50 @A;. (18) 
The initial values for the parameters in the ARMA( 1, 1) model (18) were obtained by 
substituting ri”) and I-!~) into the expressions for the theoretical serial correlations for this 
type of model and solving for (Y and p (for instance, see 1171). Both sets of { E[ri”)]} values are 
plotted in Fig. 6. 
It is clear that the {E[rktiJ’]) curve for model (18) closely follows the decreasing sample serial 
correlation pattern up to lag k = 13. However, after lag k = 13, the rig41 no longer stay close to 
this curve (whose cross-over is at lag 17.51). Model (18) appears in fact to be data-mining the 
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early serial correlation behaviour. The { E[rix’)]} curve for model (17) does not offer such very 
close agreement for k G 13, but evidently provides a much better overall fit; and its expected 
cross-over occurs at lag 21.98, which is less than half the distance from the observed cross-over 
than that for model (18). The plot of the quarterly brick sales series (not shown here) exhibits a 
slight but persistent upward trend (again supporting the choice of model (17)). Hence, given the 
previous results, it is reasonable to prefer model (17) over (18). Indeed this model was also 
selected in [30] on rather different grounds. 
5. Some concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have investigated the difference in the {$)} behaviour for realizations from 
“similar” looking pairs of nonstationary and nearly nonstationary models, with the purpose of 
seeing whether discrimination between them is feasible. It has been demonstrated that the use 
of the {Ep)} curve, rather than the theoretical serial correlations, can be useful for discrimina- 
tion between these pairs of models. The proposed approach was not designed as an optimum 
discrimination procedure, but it has the ddvantage of being extremely easy to implement at the 
orthodox Box--Jenkins identification stage of univariate time series analysis. 
Of course, {Ep)} is only a first approximation to { A!+~)]}; but, for the types of model being 
considered, it is an adequate approximation. Although our skewness evidence suggests that 
“modal” behaviour is not markedly different from “expected” behaviour, sceptics may still 
prefer to investigate the former. However, such an investigation would require a more 
ambitious research effort than has been expended here, and might not yield a commensurate 
increase in qualitative insight. 
If, in general, similar improvements to forecasting performance can be obtained as those 
reported in [15], for the pair of models (4) and (5), this would add recognizable value to our 
discrimination method. 
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